
 

The civilisations are preparing for their final showdown. Can you lead your people to victory? Age of Civilizations II is a free
turn-based strategy game set in the midst of World War One. Play alternately with the computer or another player, using dice to
resolve combat. When two armies meet on the board, they fight it out in a simple but tactically rich battle system - tanks against
cavalry, machine guns against bayonets. But this war is being fought not just by humans... The most fascinating innovation in
Age of Civilizations II are the AI controlled 'Special Powers'. These represent the most significant innovations in 20th century
warfare: tanks, artillery barrages, aerial bombardment etc. In this way, Age of Civilizations II not only represents warfare as it
was, but as it 'could have been'. The main change from version 1.0 to 1.1 is a new campaign mode with a series of historical
scenarios, which put you in command of actual WW1 armies. Other changes include:

The full changelog for v1.011 is here .">Age of Civilizations II has been downloaded at least 7 million times, making it one of
the most popular free games ever made. Reviews such as those by "PC Games", "Worth Playing", and others have praised the
game's simple, intuitive interface and focused gameplay. A sequel, Age of Civilizations III, was released in January 2014. In
2009, a sequel was released called "Age of Civilizations III". This new version brings a 3D engine and a significantly expanded
list of features over the previous version.

""AoC II" is a great game... The most addictive part of the game is being able to beat up on your friends. I have mercilessly
trounced my friends – I have even won multiplayer games after they surrendered." – Game Tunnel "Age of Empires II is one of
those brilliant games that you stumble upon now and again. It's easy to play, but with enough depth to keep you playing for
hours on end. So why not do yourself a big favour and pick it up?" – PC Gamer 

 "After playing a few games of Age of Empires, you'll understand why so many people have taken the time to create scenarios
for this game... If you have a couple of hours to kill and want to have some fun, give Age of Empires a try." – PC Gameworld
Official Homepage Age Of Civilizations II on Facebook Age Of Civilizations II on Twitter Age Of Civilizations II on Youtube

  "Second Edition" (v1.01+ patch) "goes back to the original game mechanics. Turn-based fighting, random dice rolls, unit
attributes, gold income..." "Home of the original "Age of Civilizations" series. Includes an extensive library of Age II
Scenarios." "The official Age of Civilizations II page for our European fans. Updates about the game are posted regularly."

  Listed by their last appearance in the series. Articles are not in any particular order. See the list at
https://web.archive.org/web/20120331070706/http://ageofcivilizations2.wikia.
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